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Chapter 15 

The CERN Burn: Trump Decides to "Troll 
History" 

By 2016, Donald Trump used his access to Gen. Michael Flynn to quietly direct DARPA, then in 
secret works with CERN in Switzerland, to commission the first  time machine ever 
constructed.1  Billions had been spent on Project Icarus Rex by DARPA alone. A handful of 
Swiss and American scientists had initially planned to intervene in a past timeline to prevent 
World War Three, prevent the African famines, etc. 

As for President Trump, his first stop was World War Two, but he wasn’t there to stop Hitler. 
Trump was there to “talk shit about Anne Frank.” 

The Washington Post’s most reliable White House sources, carefully vetted by publisher Jeff 
Bezos,2 claim he then used the quantum device to travel back into 1943. He built it much like a 
telephone booth but had it segregated and marked “white only” in case it materialized “in 
Harlem or something.” 
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The first test was flawless, an absolute success. He dialed the operator, dialed a year, day and 
hour, and Trump went directly to Amsterdam3, it was stated. "He stood outside Anne Frank's 
attic window with a bull horn, merely to taunt the poor Jewish girl for being too fat."4 

"You're a tubby, Anne!" he cried, " You're too fat! How are you going to fit in the rail car?" the 
sources familiar with the top secret experiment claim, shaking their heads.5 

"He wouldn't leave until she was crying. He had her crying like Chuck Schumer, so you know it 
was bad. When the poor girl finally broke into tears Trump started dancing a jig in mockery and 
pointing, laughing. 

"Hahaha! You're worse than Cryin' Chuck!" he said, with Anne Frank completely oblivious to a 
histrionic and effete American politician she had never heard of. 6  

"He was so brutal," added another source who knows a friend of the friend of a CNN boom 
operator who has seen a picture of the White 
House interior.7 

Soon after she regained composure, sources 
say,9 Anne grabbed her diary and began a 
counter-attack in case he tried to catch her off 
guard again.  She wrote, on August 21, 1943, 
the following notes: 

"Strange visit by a silly, impish time 
traveler. He got me good. Unacceptable. 
I will give as good as I get, but it must 
be a respectful exchange of ideas and 
concerns. Clearly, for this to take place, 
my ultimate burns must occur in an 
appropriate rap battle because he got 
mad rap skillz. 

MC Anne is in da house 
don't matter if I ain't so rich 
you best respect 
you punk ass bitch 
I got mad skills 
spittin' the rhyme 
that stops conceptions of all space 
and time 
about to throw down 
don't give a fuck 
about no dumb ass Cryin' Chuck 
you got some nerve to talk that shit 
your pale ass nothing but a catcher's mitt..." 

Anne Frank jots down notes on Donald 
Trump's appearance, crafting the "ultimate 
burns" to unleash in "an appropriate rap 
battle."8
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Sources at the Washington Post said the CIA leaker10 who saw the actual rap lyrics wanted to 
photograph it but could not due to national security concerns. Instead, he memorized it, wrote it 
in a "burn after reading" memo and sent it to press assets at The Washington Post and New York 
Time's Maggie Haberman. No copies exist. 

Yale historian Dick Smegmaugh has reviewed this sample with Anne Frank's actual writing and 
has confirmed it is genuine.11 

"I'm 100% certain it's her. The style, the nuances... pure Frank. It would be impossible to create 
such a masterful forgery that is so clearly her you don't even need to see the writing sample 
itself."12

What is clear, an anonymous MIT physicist said, is that “the technology has become pervasive 
and that you can even find the time-space continuum has been forever shattered thanks to Donald 
Trump, as evident by the rap battles you can find on YouTube between historical figures pitted 
against each other like rap bum fights.” 

We do know a rap battle between Anne Frank and Donald Trump did take place as she was 
transported into the future with him, but the NSA and White House refuse to confirm or deny if 
these recordings exist. Washington Post sources insist they have seen them, and that “Anne 
Frank made Donald Trump cry as well, just ripped him to shreds about his tiny hands or 
something. It was a draw, I think. He hit her on her diary’s little ‘period piece,’ in reference to 
her writing about getting her first period and he ripped on her hard. It staggered her. 

Top secret MI6 photo: Trump vs. Frank begins. The historical rap battle shows a confident Frank and challenger.
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She recovered quickly though.”13 

yo’ momma found you in dump  
but had a heart  
she’d sell your tiny hands for parts  
Planned Parenthood said 
"not buyin'!"
“they’re defective!” 
like yo’ bitch ass raps, so ineffective 
tossed to the curb  
you nothin’ but a broke ass clock  
with two small hands  
and smaller cock 

Your writing? 
much to be desired 
I'll tell you now, ho, that "YOU'RE FIRED!" 
sucka MC, it's pure frustration 
reading 'bout your first menstruation 
don't wanna read about you bleedin' 
my sage advice you best be heedin' 
so gross just wanted it cease 
your diary's just a period piece 
I'm a rap Grand Master
here to bring you some disaster
your punishment will be insane
but first
wash out that sofa stain

Acting on this tip, The Washington Post’s senior editors searched dutifully through YouTube 
videos and discovered that time travel music videos have indeed been mysteriously posted. 

Some Trump apologists cried foul on this reporting, citing, among other things, that Anne Frank 
spoke German 

"Of course she speaks German!" said the source. "But so does Trump. Because he's Hitler." 
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Trump began to "spit some rhyme" almost immediately as a small crowd gathered.
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